Abstract: An isotropic dielectric or electrically conducting particle suspended in an electrostatic field experiences a torque if there is shape anisotropy. This torque, which has a lower bound of zero in the limit of a sphere, is a strong function of shape and particle dielectric constant and it may be optimized subject to realistic constraints using finite-element analysis. In a first exercise, the particle were modelled as two, symmetric, identical frusta joined at their faces to form tapered, rod-like shapes. With the radii of the rod ends equal, the radius at the particle's waist was adjusted to maintain constant volume. The resulting maximized torque depends strongly on relative permittivity  r , with lower values favouring mass concentration near the waist of the particle and high values favouring concentration near the ends. A more complex model, a stack of nine frusta subject to the same symmetry and constant volume constraints, permitted more systematic optimization. For high relative permittivity ( r = 4000), shapes with mass concentrated at the ends of the particle give the highest torque.
Introduction
It is well known that an isotropic, dielectric or electrically conducting particle in a uniform electrostatic field experiences a torque due to misalignment of the dipole moment and the electric field [1, 2] . This torque is determined by the shape of the particle and the permittivity. We have investigated the dependence of torque on shape and found that, when the geometry of the particle is constrained, the torque-maximizing shape is dependent on the permittivity of the particle. Our goal has been to find the particle shape that maximizes torque subject to constraints on volume, maximum length, and maximum width. In particular, the particle must fit within a cylinder of length to width ratio 11:1, and must occupy no more than 1/3 of the cylinder volume.
The motivation for this work is the development of a method for imaging prostate brachytherapy seeds [3] [4] . In this application a brachytherapy seed is a cylinder of length 4.5mm and diameter 0.8mm. The seeds contain a radioisotope and are implanted in the prostate as a cancer therapy. If made to vibrate in situ these seeds can be identified by Doppler ultrasound imaging methods. Vibration is induced by loading the seeds with a ferromagnetic core and subjecting the implanted seeds to an oscillating magnetic field. A design goal is to determine the core shape that produces the maximum vibration amplitude for a given volume of core material constrained to fit within a seed. When a linear magnetic model is used (B= r  0 H) the electrostatic and magnetostatic problems are equivalent. 
where L  and L || are functions of particle shape. The equivalent expression for an isotropic linear magnetic particle with permeability  r  0 is For a prolate spheroid with major to minor axis ratio r  a /b, the spheroid eccentricity is defined as e  11/r 2 and the other terms as
In the limit as r tends to infinity, L ||  0 and L   1/2, so that the limiting value of T becomes VE (c) For a spheroid of fixed major axis length, the volume, and hence shape, required to maximize torque depends on particle permittivity.
The above expressions may be solved to calculate torque as a function of r normalized by the limiting torque value given above for a fixed V. Figure 1a is a plot of this solution for several values of relative permittivity  r = 2 / 1 . For all values of  r the torque increases with particle elongation (increasing r). The increase in torque with r is most rapid for small values of  r implying particles with a high relative permittivity require a greater elongation to reach a fixed fraction of the maximum torque. This is depicted in figure 1b, a plot of the value of r required to reach 90% of the limiting torque value as a function of  r . Finally, figure 1c shows that the dependence of normalized torque upon volume V for a fixed length spheroid varies with  r . As expected, for a fixed length ellipsoid the torque does not increase monotonically with V, as increasing volume transforms the spheroid into a sphere. Interestingly, the torque maximizing volume for a given major axis length depends on  r . Peak torque is achieved with a smaller volume for larger values of  r while smaller values favor larger volume. These results suggest that the core shape sought for the brachytherapy seed application will be dependent on  r , and that a torque maximizing particle shape in general will be dependent on  r , or  r for the electrical analog.
Methods
Torques exerted on non-spheroidal particles by a uniform electric field were calculated using the Comsol Multiphysics finite element package (Comsol, Inc., Burlington, MA). Two models were considered. The first treats the particle as a stack of two frusta (truncated cones), as illustrated in figure 2a. The particles simulated had a fixed length 0.5cm and fixed volume. The ratio of end and center radii was varied to take the particles through a range of shapes from "bowtie" to "diamond," thus there was only one degree of geometrical freedom, R=r end /r center . The torque for each shape was calculated for  r = 3, 30, 300, and 3000 by integrating the product of Maxwell stress tensor times the lever arm over the surface of the particle. Torques for the two-frusta particle were calculated for a range of R from 0.6 to 3.7.
A model composed of a stack of 9 frusta was constructed to search for a torque-maximizing shape with more degrees of freedom. The model had a fixed length of 0.5 cm and volume of 0.022 cm 3 . As in the two-frusta model, lateral symmetry was imposed on the seed. Combined with the fixed volume constraint this model had two degrees of freedom as illustrated in figure  2b . Torques on this model were calculated for r1 and r2 ranging from 0.15 to 0.25, with r3 calculated to maintain constant volume for particular r1 and r2. In addition, a guided optimization was sought using Matlab's fmincon function, which uses a sequential quadratic programming method to search for an optimum. A five-element model vector y described the seed radii at as many points over half its length, lateral symmetry and constant volume again being imposed. Calls to the Comsol solver returned torque values for a requested y, allowing the five-dimensional space to be searched efficiently. a b Figure 2 . (a) Two and (b) nine frusta particle models. Constant volume is maintained for all. Figure 3a presents the calculated torque for the two-frusta normalized to the peak torque as a function of R for  r values of 3, 30, 300, and 3000. The results show the same trend suggested by the spheroid calculations. Particles with a low relative permittivity maximize their torque when their mass is concentrated toward their center. The mass of the torque-maximizing shape shifts towards the ends of the particle with increasing values of  r . Figure 3b presents a contour plot of seed torques calculated for the model of figure 2b at the indicated values of r1 and r2, with r3 determined by the constant volume constraint, normalized to the maximum value calculated. The model had a relative permittivity of 3000. A cylinder of constant radius 0.21 generated a torque of 79% as great as the peak value, obtained with radii r1 = 0.220, r2 = 0.314, r3 = 0.194. This result again shows torque is increased with mass concentrated towards the seed ends.
Results
The constrained minimization search performed poorly, due to noise in the simulation arising from mesh changes with seed shape and numerical error. Future work on shapes with a greater number of degrees of freedom will require less noise-sensitive search methods. 
Discussion
Both the analytical spheroid calculations and the finite element results indicate that the torquemaximizing shape varies as a function of permittivity. The total spheroid volume required for a fixed major axis length particle to achieve maximum torque for a given material permittivity is not constant as shown in figure 1c . The finite element model showed that the torque maximizing two-frusta shape varies as a function of permeability/permittivity. Low values of  r favor a mass concentration near the particle waist, while high  r results in mass concentration at ends. The finite element model for the particle of figure 2b also favor an end-weighted shape consistent with its relatively high permittivity. The torque optimization problem is challenging for particles whose shape has many degrees of freedom. The constrained search method was found to be susceptible to "noise" in the simulation due to variations in torque calculated for a given shape with different meshes. The variation in torque was on the order of 1 to 2% for different randomly generated meshes. This variation was often enough to confound the search algorithm. Search methods with better noise immunity, such as simulated annealing, may lead to better results. a b Figure 3 . (a) Plots of the calculated torque for the particles of figure 2b for the indicated values of relative permittivity (3-3000) as a function of R. The peak torque moves to higher values of R as  r increases. (b) Contour plot of torques calculated for the particle of figure 2b for the radii r 1 and r 2 shown on the axes.
Conclusion
Through a combination of finite element methods and analytical solutions we have demonstrated that the particle shape that maximizes electrical torque is dependent on the ratio of particle permittivity to that of its environment  r . For a fixed particle length, particles with small values of  r experience maximum torque when their mass is concentrated towards the center, while particles with a larger value of  r realize their greatest torque with their mass distributed towards the ends of the particle. The results suggest that a magnetic core for the brachytherapy seed application described should be end-weighted.
